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Black Athletes Issue Demands
The nation’s black athletes
Sunday gave punch to their
threat to boycott the 1968 Olympic Gaines in Mexico City by issuing five demands which, if
met, could avert the boycott.
Civil rights leaders Dr. Martin
Luther King and Floyd McKissick, executive director of the
Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE) have expressed their
support in an all-out effort to
build strength for the black athletes’ cause.
In a telegram to Arthur Lentz,
executive director of the United
States Olympic Committee, the
black athletes issued their demands. The demands, authored
by Louis Lomax, lecturer, author and radio and television
commentator and Harry Edwards, SJS instructor in sociology and anthropology and
spokesmen for the athletes, are
as follows:
1. The New York Athletic Club
(NYAC) must immediately cease
practicing segregation in the
lodging of players and on the
NYAC membership roles.
Although the NYAC has denied it practices segregation, the
black athletes are in possession
of documents from both athletes
and sports writers which, according to the athletes, prove that
the NYAC has never lodged a
Negro or a Jew in its dormitory
facilities during track and field
meets at Madison Square Garden.
2. The all -white teams from
both Southern Rhodesia and
South Africa must be barred
from the Olympics. Individual
white athletes, professional and
amateur, must be barred from
participation in any sports event
in the United States.
The statement of demands
mentions specific white athletes
such as Gary Player, golfer from
South Africa, and Paul Nash,
South African sprint star.
"America’s black athletes will
not participate in games or track
meets against these white Afri-

cans whose governments exploit
and suppress black men," Edwards said.
3. An additional Negro coach
must be added to the Olympic
coaching staf f. Stanley V.
Wright, is presently the only
Negro staff coach.
4. At least one Negro must be
placed on the U.S. Olympic Commission. The athletes indicated
that Jesse Owens, former Olympic track star critical of the proposed boycott, would not be acceptable.
5. Muhammad All, also known
as Cassius Clay, must be reinstated as heavyweight champion
of the world.

*

In his weekly news conference
yesterday, Gov. Ronald Reagan
expressed disapproval of the intended boycott.
"I disapprove greatly of what
he (Harry Edwards) is trying to
accomplish. Young athletes are
going to be victimized," the governor said. He added that the
Negro athletes’ boycott of the
1968 Olympics can only do harm.
While Reagan disapproved, the
black athletes have gained support from some white sports
writers on the East coast. Robert Lipsyte of the New York
Times devoted an entire column
Saturday in sympathy to the
proposed boycott.

*

In a release, Lomax said that
the bulk of information indicting
the NYAC for discrimination was
compiled by a sports editor.
Black athletes also took additional moves.
In a telegram to Robert Kennedy, New York senator, black

*

EvansStands’100 Per Cent’
Behind’680Iympic Boycott ;
By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Lee Evans, SJS’ world -class
440-yard dash runner, reaffirmed
his position concerning the proposed Negro boycott of the 1968
Olympic Games when he stated
yesterday in an interview that he
stands 100 per cent behind the decision.
Evans and former Spartan great
Tommie Smith, attended a meeting Thursday in Los Angeles in
which approximately 200 Negroes
voted unanimously to boycott next
year’s Olympics.
Since that meeting such Negro
leaders as SJS’ Harry Edwards
and television personality Louis
Lomax have formulated five demands that must be met before
the boycott will be ended.
"If every one of these demands
are not met, then there will be a
boycott," Evans said. "And there
will be many more Negroes backing this boycott than many people
are led to believe."
Evans, holder of four world records and winner of the 400 meter

Judiciary Begins Hearings
On War Protest Monday
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Pres. Robert D. Clark has turned over official investigation of last week’s campus
demonstrations against Dow Chemical Company to the ASB Student Judiciary.
ASB Attorney General Scott Lefaver is preparing to bring charges against "several
students" for "possible violations of the law" during the Dow protests.
"We will be ready to begin hearings before the Judiciary by Monday," Lefaver said.
Dr. Clark, in a surprise move,
*
*
*

informed Lefaver last Wednesday that the ASB would conduct the investigation and judi-

cial proceedings.
According to Lefaver, the
Judiciary is employed to recommend "erplusion, suspension
or any punishment deemed necessary for law-breaking students" to Pres. Clark.
Dr. Clark said yesterday that
he believes the ASB Judiciary
is the proper body to handle
the matter.
WORKING WITH POLICE
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
said, "The administration is not
conducting an investigation, but we
are doing everything possible to
help the ASB Judiciary."
Benz said the administration is
working with the San Jose Police
Department, obtaining official police records for the investigation.
"We are turning all records over
to Scott Lefever for his investigation," Benz explained.
Despite Dr. Clark’s decision, the
administration is working on what
it calls a "very informal investigation" of last week’s violence.
Administrators are working with
a legal representative from the
State College Chancellor’s office,
reviewing police films of the demonstration.
Under sections 41301-41303 of
the Education Code, Dr. Clark can
expel or suspend students guilty of
breaking civil laws on campus.

run in last summer’s Pan American Gaines, believes the boycott is
a weapon that must be used by
the black athletes if discrimination
is to be stopped in the U.S.
"I’m sure that mart black athletes will rally around our cause
when they see and understand our
demands," Evans stated.
Smith also believes the boycott
Ls inStruMental to the black perHARRY EDWARDS
son’s fight against discrimination.
...announces athletes’ demands
’A REAL SURPRISE’
Friday
with
the
In an interview
San Jose Mercury he stated, "I
"Pres. Clark has given us the
will not turn back," in his de- athletes demanded that the Ken- authority to recommend action to
nedy Foundation cease collecting
cision to back the boycott.
hint This has happened before, and
Evans, co-captain of this year’s funds for a John F. Kennedy only once in the last five years has
Spartan track team, plans to con- memorial medal to be given to he reversed a Judiciary decision,"
tinue running this summer follow- winning American athletes at Lefaver commented.
ing the upcoming college season, the 1968 Olympics.
"Pres. Clark’s decision to let us
They charged that the money handle the investigation came as a
in hopes the boycott is ended.
"I will continue to train for the raised would "desecrate the real surprise to me," continued LeOlympics, including competing in grave and memory of your late faver.
the Olympic trials this summer, brother" when used by an orIn the recent suspension of three
but if our demands are not met ganization which discriminates.
students for disrupting an ROTC
Another telegram was sent to drill session Oct. 3, Pres. Clark
and I have made the Olympic
team, then I will simply miss the New York Governor Nelson chose to handle the case through
plane for Mexico City," Evans Rockefeller, demanding that he an Ad Hoc Committee made up of
said. "This is what most of the and his family withdraw their in- faculty members.
black athletes are planning to do, terests in South African holdDr. Clark’s spokesman said the
Including Tommie (Smith)."
ings.
two situations were different because the ROTC incident was not
completely a student matter. A
faculty member had filed charges
for the disruption of a class.
"The Dow protest was a student
matter, and should be handled by
the students," he said.
action to last week’s demonstra- student, administration and supthe
determine
port
personnel
"to
tion against Dow Chemical recruitposture of this College with regard
ment on campus.
Other faculty sentiment has to the impact of the Vietnam war
taken the form of a request to and the racial minorities’ reAcademic Council for the estab- quests," said Dr. John Galm, presilishment of an investigative com- dent of the AFT.
mittee to determine "if any faculty
"The Convocation will he held
were directly involved or incited for as many sessions as are necesstudents to acticn."
sary to prepare a set of resoluThis committee, called for by tions revering the issues of vital
the American Association of Uni- concern to the SJS academic comversity Professors (AAUP) "should munity," he said, "The resolutions
take disciplinary measures conson- should then be placed before the
Students for a Democratic Soant with aU rules of fair and entire college community for a ciety (SDS) members plan a rally
professional procedures," said the referendum."
today at 12:15 either to launch a
organization’s president, Dr. RayThe AFT also seeks a mora- demonstration against Army remond Stanley, professor of geogra- torium on all recruitment inter- cruiters, who they think may be
phy.
views of any kind on campus and on campus, or to celebrate the
The Convocation called for by all intervention of city police on "victory" they believe they have
the AFT should include faculty, campus.
won if the Army does not appear.
This action was necessary so
Army recruiters, scheduled to be
the campus community can, by its on campus today and tomorrow,
own means and in open debate, told the SJS Placement Office
Immediately consider these issues early in the week they would not
and formulate new policies and come to campus because they alFORT WORTH, Tex. (AP)
reconunendations, he said.
ready have filled their officer
The stone marker stolen from Lee
Chairman of the AFT committee quotas.
Harvey Oswald’s grave was re- to study police campus policies is
According to Nick Kopke, SDS
turned here Monday night.
Dr. Leon Lee, a professor of busi- member arrested last week during
Two Fort Worth detectives ness, who has worked as a pm- the Dow demonstration, many
drove hack from Oklahoma City f essiona I arbitrator.
members of SDS think that the
and turned it over to the superin"The AFT has formed this com- Army is using a diversionary tactendent of Rose Hill Burial Park, mittee that can move fast to get tic when It claims its recruiters
where the accused assassin of this report out," said Dr. Galm. will not be on campus.
President John F. Kennedy is Three appointed to the committee
At an SDS meeting held Monburied.
will include no faculty members day night, members set up today’s
The marker was recovered by who had anything to do with the rally in caste the Army did make
Bartlesville, Okla., police Friday demonstrations or who could serve a surprise visit. If recruiters don’t
through an individual who said it as witnesses
appear, K.opke said, the rally will
would he handed over if two
"Last week’s events show how celebrate what he called the "vicyouths who took the stone would crucial authority for police action tory that SDS has won" in influnot be prosecuted. It disappeared Is," said Galm. "This authority encing the Army’s decision to stay
kuit Wednesday.
off campus.
MUM. be Made crystal clear,"

New Policies Requested by AFT
By GAIL KNIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Executive Committee of the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT) has called upon Pres. Robert D. Clark to convene immediately a college convocation to

consider new school policies on the
Vietnam war and the demands of
racial minorities.
This Convocation and an AFT
committee to review police practices and policies on the campus
are one faculty organization’s re-

Presented to Clark

2,500 SJS Students Back
Dow Campus Recruitment
More than 2,500 studentsabout
12 per cent of the student body
have signed a petition titled, "Students Who Recognize Dow’s Right
To Be On Campus."
The petition backers presented
the document to Pres. Robert D.
Clark yesterday afternoon.
The petition was initiated last
Tuesday after a demonstration opposing Dow Chemical Company

Peace Stickers OK

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- The
6th Army insists there is no ban
on "peace" bumper strips in San
Francisco Presidio.
A spokesman said Monday:
"Anyone driving through the post
has the right to drive through with
bumper stickers."
The issue developed when mill.
tary police stopped a teenage girl
driver Nov. 13 and told her to remove a "Yea-on-Peace" strip.

recruiting on campus formed in
front of the Administration Building. The demonstration was initiated by the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS).
Professors, staff m e m he r s,
edged members of SDS have
signed the petition, which bears a
total of more than 2,730 signatures.
There has been no policy change
with regard to company recruiting, according to Dr. Clark. "I
have invited the students to express their views," Dr. Clark
stated when presented the Petition, "and I am grateful to all
of you."
Students gathering signatures
plan to keep a booth open in front
of the cafeteria until Friday afternoon, Vic Lee, ASB president who
last week publicly asked Dow
Chemical Company representatives
to leave the campus, will be given
the petition on Friday.

SDS Plans
Anti-Army
Rally Today

Youths Return
Oswald Marker

Recent Campus Poll
Favors Dow’s Rights
The Dow Chemical Company with more population had more
pollsters assigned to them.
representative should have beets
Each student conducting the poll
permitted to conduct recruit- asked the first 10 persons he saw
ment interviews on campus, ac- in his assigned area. A campus
statistician has called the poll
cording to 79 per cent of those statistically adequate.
polled in a recent campus sur- The poll correlates highly with
one conducted in the same manvey.
ner following the Marine demonIn a sampling conducted by stration Oct. 10. In that poll, 79
100 members of Journalism per cent of the students questioned
Press and the Public classes of said they believe the Marines have
a right to recruit on campus.

approximately 1,000 students,
731 students answered yes.

However, 47 per cent of the
students questioned said they believe the administration should
have asked the Dow representative
to leave the campus when it became evident his presence was precipitating a mass demonstration
with possible resultant violence.
Asked if the administration
should have requested Dow to
leave campus when the demonstrators and Vic Lee, student body
president, demanded it, 41 per
cent answered, "yes."
In taking the poll, students divided the campus into eight geographic areas, and each area was
judged for population. The areas

Dow Documentary
A half-hour TV documentary
on the Dow Chemical demonstration, produced by the RadioTelevision News Center, will be
given a special showing Thursday afternoon, 4:30-5 p.m. in Ed 100 on closed-circuit monitors
for students, faculty, and administrators.
The program was aired originally on KQED (Channel 9) the
the night the demonstration
ended. The re-showing is to
meet many requests that it be
made available for those who
missed seeing it.

Council Urges ’Open’
Enrollment Policy
By JOHN WALLAK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Academic Council, Monday urged the college to open its doors to
minority students who do not now
academically qualify.
In a resolution, the council directed appropriate Council committees to find ways to admit culturally disadvantaged students,
and to develop new courses specifically for them.
"Academic Council supports the
principle of making increased efforts to educate members of racial
and ethnic minority groups and
economically and culturally disadvantaged students," said the resolution.
The resolution specifically directs the Student Admissions and
Retention Committee "to develop
policies and procedures for admission of disadvantaged students
both under the present two per
cent quota and under plans envisioned in this resolution."
ENDORSES CLARK
The Council in other business
passed resolutions, signed by department chairmen, endorsing President Clark’s handling of demonstrations this semester, and another which specifically limits recruitment facilities to equal opport unity employers.
All department chairman of the
School of Humanities and Arts and
the School of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics signed the resolutions
supporting Clark.
Department Chairman of the
Colleges remaining three Schools
(Engineering. Applied Sciences and
Arts, Education) were not given
a chance to sign the resolution due
to time limitations.
The resolution’s unanimous adoption by the Council in effect represents the entire 1300 member faculty.
RESOLUTION’S SPIRIT
The spirit of the resolution was
to demonstrate faculty support of
Clark as opposed to "criticisms of
the President elicited from various
public persons on the basis of second-hand reports of disturbances
and demonstrations."
It further stated:
"We decry the use of violence

which did unfortunately occur and
we believe that any policy other
than that of a free and open campus will merely invite violence."
After a lengthy debate the Council passed another resolution which
emphatically states the Council’s
position on a portion of the recruitment controversy. It states:
’EQUAL OPPORTUNITY’
"Only equal opportunity employers shall be free to participate in
the San Jose State College Placement Services."
"I agree with the sentiment of
this resolution but I fear it is an
over simplification of the issue,"
observed Dr. Alvin Rudoff, associate professor of sociology.
"It seems to me that under this
condition, even the Mafia could recruit on campus LI long as they
are an equal opportunity employer," he continued.
"They pay weir replied Dr. Roland Lee, department of English
Chairman, loconically.

Seventh St. Rally
Set for Dr. Clark
A rally supporting President
Robert D. Clark will be held
Thursday at noon on Seventh
Street.
It will be sponsored by Your
Educators and Students (YES)
Committee, which was formed
three weeks ago.
Featured speakers will include
Dr. John Galm, assistant professor
of English and president of the
SJS chapter of the American Federation of Teachers; Dr. Lester
Lange, professor of mathematics
and president of the Academic
Council; Dr. Robert Wrede, professor of mathematics and president of the Association of California State College Professors;
Harry Edwards, instructor in sociology and spokesman for the
United Black Students for Action;
Arthur Lund, National President
of the SJS Alumni Association,
and Vic Lee, student body president.
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students last Tuesday.
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police failed to do the tlay before--bring
a halt to campus
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’The Ilea! Problem Lies
In Selecting Recruiters’

ha- bumped along on its head all se-

Editor:

mester.

CarriptO: contains a diversity of students
and certainly harbors a variety of individual
ideas. These various opinions mixed in exchanges of dialogue may even approach Freedom i)f opinion and thought.
Our problem now is to decide whether or
not we wish to continue this type of atmosphere at SJS. If it is decided that all recruitment will be stopped, there is no problem of
choosing who shall recruit. If recruitment is
to continue, we must keep the campus open
to all recruiters. If a policy of selecting recruiters is initiated. those doing the selecting
would be placing themselves in the dangerous
posithm of infa HUM y.
Ideally, the campus should he an open market place for exchange and should allow all
recruiters. If none were allowed, there could
be no moblem in selection. The real danger
lies in Ow restriction and selection of recruiters.
Judith al. Rickard, A1027
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’Citizen .Ilust Restrain
His Exercise of Liberty’
Editor:
The majority of college students seem to
grasp the meaning of involvement: a patient
concern for what goes on around them, and a
determination to right the wrongs in an orderly, lawful manner.
There are a minority, however, who give
every impression of believing that the world
can be changed from a "bad" state to a "good"
slide within a clay. or a week.
We lie in a country where it is up to the
citizen to restrain his exercise of "liberty"
and "freedom of speech" so that his actions
do not infringe Im the rights of others. When
a certain minority sees fit to overstep the
bounds, it is only proper that we have a government that keeps them within bounds. Not
only that, but when the majority infringes on
minority rights. government should also step
in. Otherwise the rights of all of us are in
jeopa rdy.
I sincerely hope that the circus which made
its appearance last week will not continue to
make a farce of honest efforts at discussion
:mil compromise.
Basid II. tiange, A17345
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--I what they desetved. That’s what
some members of the campus community have
been saying about the Monday, INov. 201
demonstrators. The police, they say, were
merely here to enforce the law and obviously
that’s what they did.
B111 there arc other members of the campus
community who are going around telling the
story somewhat differently. These are students ;Ow were walking between classes, or
sitting on the benches reading or just relaxing
on the grass in ftsmt of the cafeteria on Monday afternoon, students who were breaking no
laws. students who wow minding their own
lizzzuz ... Tear gas
business when. Pop
. helmeted, club wielding policemen .. . ?
The gas was used not only in front of the
Administration Building where the demonstration was, but also as far down Seventh Street
as the Music Building. Coughing, choking students, some not even knowing there was a

has been

a

and front the safety of a legislatise armchair in Sacramento.

Various Views on Riots and Recruiting

-et. ;Ind

this seine -ter. The stage
confusion

haul

Clark

Like niost men in his posit.
Dr. Clark
has been subject to eriticisto f
all
quartet-a. Most of the charges leveled
against him have been based on falsehoods

has shotto it has to find the

because

President

steadying force in a sea of wild react’

’,illudemonstration, began running, in
sion to get away.
Crying coeds ran for rawer of the cafeteria
as outside white hard hats moved ominiatsly
down Seventh Street, dispersing the demonstrators and their lawful assembly,
Well . . . it did happen, and what I want
to know is why? Why a small group of policemen in order to disperse a small crowd of
demonstrators, with a permit to demonstrate,
on a college campus ... why these policemen
disrupted a campus which was functioning
normally until they arrived.
Now I’m not saying that the police don’t
have a right to enforce the law, fairly if
indeed a law has been broken) no rational
man would dispute that right just as no rational man would disrupt the right of dissenters to dissent.
But when the dissenters exceed the legitimate bounds of dissent and infringe on the
rights of the majority I must condemn the
police for "enforcing the law" in a manner
so us to infringe on the rights of a majority
of students to peaceable pursue their education.
Earl Hansen, A 11495

’Speaking, Recruitment
Two Different Matters’

it I
eensed would get up a petition similar
to tile une at San Francisco State supporting
an open campus . . . open for all to recruit,
Peace Corps, PAW, military. SOS, Dow . . .
and if there are any interferences, make arrests, use tear gas, whatever is lequired to
remove this disgusting element!
M. L.

well.
We

hold that where the consensus of the
members of the academic community is that
a company’s immorality is of extraordinary
proportions, their right to act in an official
capacity on campus, but not their right to
come and speak, must be denied.
David W. Eakins, PAW
Peter Collins, PAW
Bill I1u11116011, A1:150
Mary Tonna, A 15300
Richard Slorell, A490
Ronald Stutz, A7528

A6356

’Thanks for Protection
From Horrors of Dow’
Editor:
I wish to thank the members of the militant
groups that have resorted to violence
so that the student body of SJS would not
have to be exposed to the horrors of the Dow
Chemical Company.

peace

I wish to thank them for allowing the entire student body to make up their respective
minds on what they want to hear and see.
I wish to thank them for pointing up the
inadequacy of a college education as far as
civility and an open mind are concerned.
I wish to thank them for allowing the whole
world tp see what we at SJS are like, and
how we react to ideas and institutions we do
not agree with.
. .

As a droll commercial goes, "Mother, please,
I would rather do it myself."
Monte Brigham, A1232

Editor:
We, as members of the SJS community, of
Students for a Democratic Society, and of
Professors Against the War, fully and wholeheartedly support the petition which states
"Students who recognize Dow Chemical’s
right to be on campus." We ask all members
of the academic community to sign this petition.
The issue of free speech on this campus
has never been questioned by SDS or by PAW.
We support the right of any individual, no
matter what his persuasion or viewpoint, to
come on campus and speak to all who will
listen.
However, speaking and recruitment are
two different matters. There is an established
precedent on this campus that companies shall
be refused the right to recruit if they practice
discrimination. This procedure can and should
be extended to cover Minn moral issues as

Lincoln,

Editor:
What kind of democracy is th ," Democracy
only for the "group" ... iMMitIllre, militant,
tint -erased in.nviduals. It’s about time some
law was laid down
. and if it takes police
and tear gas, then let’s see mole of it!
If there is to be freedom, it should be freedom for all, not just for SOS or Professors
Against the War. Should we get up a militant
group together and demonstrate in front of
their talrlos so they can’t pass out their information, :newly because we don’t "like"
what they’re doing? How utterly selfish and

immature!
Hopefully, those students who are disgusted

school opened.
"President Clark is inept and we need
some new leadership. If au’ ean’t get someone in there alio will stand up for law
and order_ we’re g DD i tt g to lia%e continued
trouble."

statement was made just after

This
Clark

had

‘Do Suspended Students
Belong on Campus? No!’
Lust week’s demonstrations raised the issue
of whether or not such organizations as Dow
Chemical, ROTC, or the police belong on our

another

I/r.

Seventh

His performance ’fliestlay afternoon
took a lot of plain old gilts.
But Dr. Clark shows even more "class.’
in not bothering to concerti himself with,
or reply to Sett. Braille’s charges.
Dr. Clark has hotter things to do then
defend himself against Sen. Bradley.
He has a college to rms.

Guest Room

Let Us Speak
For Ourselves
EVAN VIOLSTAIX1S

Assoc. Prof. of Electrical Engineering

events of the

The

last few days have

made me really sick at heart. Nly
being

Editor:

presented

Street riot by facing 3.000 stioletits.
of them not too friendly_ and expl
his stand on the issue.

By

located

directly

across

office

Fr

the

1

could not help

witnessing the "peaceful"

demonstration

Adniinistration

Building,

of this past Monday and its follow -tip on
Tuesday.

campus.
A much less debatable question arises. "Do
those suspended students who were- the ostensible leaders of the demonstrations belong on
this campus?" It seems to me that the answer
must be an unequivocal NO!
The administration should seek restraining
orders from the courts to prevent these individuals from setting their feet upon our
campus. There seems to be no valid reason
why these individuals and their sundry following (who represent less than 1 per cent
of the student populationi should be allowed
to prevent the 99 per cent responsible students
from dealing with these problems in an orderly and just fashion.
Ron Malone, A10686

’Universities Are Tools
Of Government, Industry’
Editor:

’All Must Have Freedom
Not Just SDS or PAW’

State Senator Clark Bradley’s most recent statements are typical of the type of
criticism that Dr. Clark has faced since

It is obvious the administration does not
want the students to have any voice in setting
campus policy conceining any important
issues. When the students begin demanding
power over the direetion their lives will take,
the administration and its puppet student
government sidetrack the issues by pushing
them into ad hoc committees where the issues
are conveniently forgotten.
The administration also showed us on Monday how far it is willing to go to keep the
students from having any relevant voice in
our community. This is the way it has to be
and the way it will always he until the students realize that the colleges and universities
are the tools of the industrialists and the government for channeling the lives of all people
into "approved" (I Wert ions.
David I., Letournesm, A5255

As far as I am concerned, the issue is
not napalm atul Dow and whether or not
we favor their presence in Viet Nam and
San. Jose State respectively. The issue is a
much more fundamental one: do people
that share one type of view in a controversial issue lune the right to itiCtall- 1hio

of us, threatening the disruption of the everyday business, if their

view on the rest

demands are not met?
1 ask the ASB president to rtin as.
in which stuas possible a special elect’
dents and faculty have the opportunity to

express

their appros at (Jr disapproval

iii

the following issues:
(a) Do faculty and or

students hate
the right to interfere with normal
college issues and/or actions affect-

ing Our college comm llll it)?
(Is) Should we limit in the future

eantpus recruiting only
troversial

companies,

on-

to non -conorganiza-

tions?
ic) Are we in favor of the way recent
demonstrations were conducted by
groups such as SUS, PAW?
democracy is meant to he the rule of
the people, then let the people talk, let
the people I an the people dial care) express their feelings iii, the recent happen-

If

Lel the concerned but
law-abiding 111.1)1)14. stand up
and be counted. We hate plenty to gain
ings

ii (our

peaceful

and

and, even worse, plenty more to lose. Let
us stop this gangrene before it poisons all
of its!

Kennedy, McCarthy ""’‘’nc-IPY ’vemher 29. 1967
Gain YD Support State Trustees To Hear
F.:PU(1’S

LINE-UP FOR
SPARTAN FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
SATURDAYS
ON (1)
-live the exciting highlights of
the previous week’s game between
(Re
the Spartans and Brigham Young.
Featuring Don Hayward and Coach
Harry Anderson with special guests.

Campus Young limocrats yesterday renounced Lyrulon Johnson
:is a I iSiS I iemocratic Presidential
candidate and upheld Dow Chemical’s right to Ix. on campus.
Y.D. president Tim McGrath
said the club is forming two campaign groups, one supporting SIMator Robert Kennedy, D-N.Y. and
one supporting Senator Eugene
McCai thy, D-Minn.
Although Kennedy has not declared his candidacy, he has strong
support in the YD., according to
McGrath.

XEROX ’‘ COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT
(student rates)

Elec. typewriters
New portablos
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

I.

SATURDAYS, PRECEDING THE NCAA GAME OF THE WEEK Km/

II
ii

96 L SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

SPECIAL!

I-

EVERY MONDAY

II
8 inch pizzas
all varieties

II

69’

EVERY TUESDAY
Spaghetti*
regular size

I.

35,

Red Ram
10th & William St.
San Jose

295-3805

Open at 4 P.M. Dailv

AFT Bargaining Demands
Trustees; of the California State
Colleges again will hear American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) demands fur collective bargaining at
today’s meeting in Los Angeles.
This move is part of a continuing statewide campaign, according
to Dr. Bud Hutchinson, executive
secretary of the AFI’ College
Council. He outlined plans after a
joint meeting of the California
State College Council and four
members of the National Advisory
Council in San Francisco last
weekend.
To implement its demands, the
AFT is also making three other
requests. It is seeking elimination
of the promotions quota on the
basis that merit, not number,
should be the criteria for promotion.
The AFT will also demand a reversal of the trend toward a
larger student-teacher ratio. The
group believes the ratio of students to teachers has direct relationship to the quality of education.

ham steak
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coffee

$1.55
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jumbo eggs
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$2.00
Ladies Neck Trim
S1.00
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Monday-Saturday

3

AND for purr-fect cocktails stop at

The Pimple Pa4-69 Cat
NEXT DOOR
640 Coleman Ave.

E
.§.

g..

The final demand involves a re3rd & San Carlos
,
quest to maintain the present
(across from
status of college counselors. "There
=
McDonalds Hamburgers)
is a move underway in the Chancellor’s office to take counselors H 1111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111F
out of an academic status and re-

NOW SAVE EVEN MORE
AT ALL
MUSIC BOX
STORES

Sparta Life Sales
Begin Next Week
Coeds in navy blue and gold
miniskirts will be circulating on
campus starting Monday selling
Sparta Life. Sales will continue
through Wednesday.
The award-winning news feature
magazine will include an in-depth
interview with Hairy Edwards, instructor of sociology, a critical
evaluation of student government,
and an article relating the experiences of two non-SJS students who
spent two weeks in jail on charges
of possessing marijuana.
Students may also purchase the
magazine from booths located on
Seventh Street, near the bookstore, in front of the Journalism
Building and by the Education
Building.

Want to
make
money
your
career?

fl

move thcii privileges," said Dr.
Hutchinson.
A progress report on the organization of AFT locals at all IS
state college campuses was maile
to the joint meeting. Humboldt
State Collcge received a charter
last week. Dwals at Stanislaus.
Dominguez Bills mid San Luis
Obispo State Colleges should receive charters by the end of December, said Dr. Hutchinson.
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your lote night
study b-eak
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CLEARANCE
SALE
OUR ENTIRE INVENTORY
OF LIBERTY MONO

LP’S

I REDUCED!
TO CLEAR!
"
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ALL PRICED
TO GO!

NOW ONLY
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(MONO ONLY)

CHOOSE FROM THESE TOP
NAME ARTISTS
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Talk to the world’s largest bank.
There’s one key market that influences
every business from agriculture to
aerospace.That’s the money market,
and if you’re about to receive your MBA
degree, it’s one reason why you should
look into the opportunities that could
await you in a key financial position with
the world’s largest bank.
Bank of America has a need for men of
proven academic ability and leadership
potential to train at the management
level in our San Francisco or Los Angeles
Headquarters. After your initial training,
you may be assigned to one of the major
California financial markets. You’ll learn
through project assignments, and be
exposed to such specialized financial areas

as International Banking, credit activities
and diversified business services. You’ll gain
an intimate knowledge of money and the
money market through direct customer
relations in loan negotiations and business
development with corporationsin California,
across the nation and around the world.
To find out more about what a career in
money has to offer you, write to the College
Relations Officer, Bank of America, One
South Van Ness, San Francisco 94120 or
Ill West Seventh, Los Angeles 90014. And
see our recruitment specialist when he’s here.

Bank of America
FAMNALTAW.OMM..1111

A Bank of America recruitment officer will be at your placement office soon.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CORP.MON

THE VENTURES
VIC DANA
GEARY LEWIS
VIKKI CARR
PAIR EXTRAORDINAIRE
MARTIN DENNY
PJ PRODY
JAN & DEAN
JOHNNY MANN
T-BONES
master charge
N
/

JULIE LONDON
MAT MONROE
BOBBY VEE
NANCY AMES
BUD & TRAVIS
NELSON RIDDLE
THE NITTY GRITTY
DIRT BAND
AND MANY MORE!

CUARCE IT

1BANKAMERICARD

loam/. kw

MUSIC BOX
SAN JOSE’S LARGEST RECORD SELECTIONS
OVER 50.000 L.P.’s

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.

(Corner of San Fernando)

Open Evenings Until 9 p.m.

1---.Pst:Yrs

’’vembEl. 29. 19"

Wear.".

Annual ’Swinging’
Christmas Drive

MOPAC CORPORATION
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR IMPORTED CAR
801

San

Lincoln Avenue

Jose

Phone 297-0406

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
_, ,. .
AND

50 COPIES
$240
(81/2 x 11

Book Talk Today

One Side. Including Paper)

Other quantities and sixes proportionately economical

WHILE YOU WAIT
1,:,

Globe Printing Co.
(INSTAPRINT

\\ HI, a goal of 106 hours and
more than $8,000 wot th of toys,
, Sigma Nu fraternity and Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority will launch
their
sixth
annual
"Swing-AThon," Saturday, Dec. 2.
,
Each year Sigma Nu erects a
swing in front of its 148 S. 11th
’ St. house which is kept swinging
throughout the drive. Students are
asked to bring toys to the fraternity house.
According to Dave Anderson,
"Swing - A- Thon" chairman, the
Sigma Nu drive hopes to better
the 1965 record of $8000 worth of
toys and to keep the swing going
for 106 hours.
Opening ceremonies on Dec. 2
will begin at 10:30 a.m. with President Clark and Ron .lames, mayor
of San Jose, in attendance. Chairman for the Marine Corps campaign, Capt. Mike Johnson, will
also nt present.
-

Albert Porter, 515515 1,1il In 0fessor of Business, will review
Loren Baritz’s "The Servants of
Power" today in rooms A and ii
of the Cafeteria at 12:30 p.m.
Baritz asks the question, "If a
social scientist accepts an industrial job in which his specialized
knowledge is used for management’s purposes, does he thereafter retain his devotion to the
discipline of objective fact? Or
does he pervert his learning to
serve the private aims of the company that hires him?"

SJS Mexican-AIM/Lit:all

St

the money until a student can be
chosen.
Picazo said the Mexican Honorary Commission’s main objective
is "the upgrading of the cultural
standing of the Mexican -American
in California."
He denied that the scholarship
action was brought to the Commission’s attention because of the
recent dissension over the controversial film, "A Day of Concern."
Student Iniative, a SJS Mexican American organization, threatened
to disrupt the faculty -sponsored
film, charging under-representation
of the Mexican community.
They contended that the film
was important as a symbol of San

SJS Senior Dies
n sonora bras

PHONE 295-6911

NELECTIUN
FINE GUITARS IN
THIS AREA

.4*

ft.

u- Jose’s apilti* toward the Mexicandent will be given a $400 scholar- Amex icon problems.
"We had planned the scholarship, according to Joe Picazo,
ship for months," Picazo said.
Jose
the
San
spokesman for
"SJS is the first college we have
Mexican Honorary Commission, the given a grant." He added, "If it
organization donating the money. proves successful we will continue
Dr. Arturo Cabrera, SJS asso- donating the money annually or
ciate professor of elementary edu- bi-annually."
cation, was selected trustee for
A

fl

SPECIAL

STEAK
DINNER

ittcCord

$199
IcomPtrri

iitu4sic

biterlude

Jrd &

SANTA CLARA

0 Town & Country Villag

SAN JOSI

San Jos.

THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR A ...

Richard Joseph Gaul, SJS senior
recreation major, died Thanksgiving Day in a head-on collision on
Highway 49 north of Sonora.
Gaul was a three-year football
scholarship recipient and was completing his internship in recreation
at the Walnut Creek Recreation
Department. He would have graduated in January.
The 23-year-old student is survived by his wife, Judith Ann, and
two children.

20% DISCOUNT
ON ALL CLEANING
1/4.cetillwr

I.
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Under New Management

ielda
LAUNDERETTE and CLEANERS
409 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
286-2903
Open 7 Days
8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Wednesdays

8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

UNION

LAUNDRY

BANK

WASHFLUFFY DRYFOLDED

74

Spartaguide

DIVISION)

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

Group Donates Scholarship
For Mexican-American

12c

0"4

PER POUND

’101).%1"
\

discount records inc.

sALE

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST RECORD STORE OVER 40,000 LP’S
THIS WEEK
ONLY

THIS WEEK
ONLY

THE COMPLETE CATALOG OF

COLUMBIA
69

299
List 4

soeiet
for Advancement of
Management, 7:30 p.m., Sweden
House, 1310 Auzerais, W. L. Noon
sf the Mernovex Corporation will
speak.
Kaydett Corps, 6:30 p.m., Cadet
Lounge, 3rd floor MacQuarrie Hall.
All pledges must attend,

BULK CLEANING

25c

Union Bank of Los Angeles
An
Unusual
Management Training Program

Senior Pictures. Sign up for pictures in JC104 until Friday, December 5.

SLACKS
SWEATERS
SKIRTS

Today
Placement Office

IRONING SERVICE

TOMoRROW
xiigel Flight 7 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall 324,

MOBY GRAPE

CHAD & JEREMY

J

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
CHAMBERS BROTHERS

11

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE’S

Mountaineering Club, 6:30 p.m.,
S210. Discuss Point Reyes trip,
Dec. 8.

BOB DYLAN

:4

84’

DRESSES
SUITS
COATS

Arrange For An Interview
With The

Tau Delta Phi. 7:30 p.m., HE5.

JAZZ - ROCK - FOLK - POP
BROADWAY SHOWS - CLASSICS

PER POUND

ALSO

Interviews

Phrateres, ti p.m., JC221, Actives
at 7 p.m.
Amateur Radio (’Iub, 1:30 p.m.,
E135.

List 5 79

79

Uplut Eta Rho, 7.30 p.m. EN119.
Fraternity, all welcome.

Arab-American Club, 5:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria B. Speaker Dr. Azmi
Ibrahim, Professor of Sociology.

THE BYRDS

* JOHN HANDY
*MILES DAVIS
DAVE BRUBECK

for

JOHNNY MATHIS
BARBARA STREISAND

r

/

RAY CONNIFF
LEONARD
-

-

1

BERNSTIEN

EUGENE ORMANDY
GEORGE SZELL

BUDAPEST QUARTET
GLENN GOULD

/

ISAAC
1 40, ,

STERN

thr

PLUS MANY, MANY MORE!

OUR
POLICY

WE WILL ORDER ANY COLUMBIA RECORD
NOT IN OUR STOCK AT THE SALE PRICE
DURING THIS WEEK.

VANGUARD
NEW

COUNTRY JOE &
THE FISH
7

ONLY

c, .:, A’C’XUZ’S INV"ITE’D
.

FREE
PARKING

399

Ls+ 5 79

MONO STEREO

iscount
records inc.
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Ner t.re
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246-3474
99C N. REDWOOD AVE.
SAN JOSE
SAN FRANCISCO/BERK(LEY/MENLO PARK
41111=MMIlr

STEW EASTERBY
BSCE, U. of Miss., and
MSCE, U. of Mo., joined
Bethlehem’s 1964
Loop Course and was
recently appointed
sales engineer for our
Los Angeles district. Stew
represents Bethlehem with
architects and engineers,
college faculties, and
technical societies
throughout southern
California and Arizona.
MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on -the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.

t."

Large Christmas Selection or
The Entire Family
Featuring

BETTY CROCKER’S "COOKY BOOK"
HALLMARK "CHRISTMAS TREASURES"
"A CHARLIE BROWN CHRISTMAS SPECIAL"
Various other topics

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

cpaptait Seek4tere
"Right on Campus"

$169

1

’Peer Gynt’ To Open Friday Night
"Peer Gynt," the Drama Department’s third fall prisluctais
will open Friday night at N.1:5
Ilie College Theater. Additional performances will be Saturday night, and again next
Wednesday through Saturday.
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, acting chairman of the Drama Department and director of the
play, explained the reason for
choosing the play. She said,
"Peer Gynt manages to squeeze
almost every basic aspect of life
Into its comparatively narrow

scope. However supernatural
some of its elements may be,
the play is close to 01 shoat y experience," slit said.

hollow mat,
rendered peI

Miss Loeffler believes that it
is possible to view "Peer Gynt"
as "an allegory in which the
various supernatural manifestations ale merely projections of
Peer’s greed, lust and fear."
She further added that "in
this anti-romantic work that employs the full resources of the
romantic theater the non-heroic
hero is the pilot moil.,1
the

The seemly for the
signed by graduate student [kite
Dirks, will employ the new
technique of blown foam, After
a framework of platforms, paper
and burlap was built, polyfoam,
an expanding and more hardy
relative of styroloam, was blown
on by machine.

ANNOUNCING THE
r,
r
r-1111111i
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Glees To Sing Carols:
From Around World

n1.1
, I

-All

lA 01111

niris I ma!:

’v.’ teat ti
Mistmas
oarois !writ aroUgul the world,
will he presented by the San
Jose Colleiip Glee Clubs in their
mouth holiday Drograril this Friday at 5:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
The Glee Club Chamber Singers, a group selectod from both
the women’s and men’s glee
will he featured. They
will perbnni
ixtecnth century Spa: .selected for
the e
nmr Bleat
Heism
ii 15501’ Of

The cast consists of James
Hubbard as Peer Gynt: Sandra
Wood as Peer’s mot her; Eat hy
Tempel as Solveig; and Jocelyn
Smith as Ingrid.
Versatile Alan Thompson will
play foul parts while Dennis
Korjen will play I hive. Degriffenfildt, director of the insane
asylum, will he played by Wes
Finlay.

Ill I

the ante. [
will inS’iaighan
Williolos, I; a n .1a II Thompson,
Handel, Fiatwk Poulenc and
Kirke Meetaim, a Bay Area composer whose Symilhony No. 2
was premiered with the San
Francisco Symphony earlier this
year.
f,IC

Tickets are still available for
all performances. Admission is
$1.50 general admission, and 75
cents for students.

COFFEE SHOP

SAINTE CLADef HOTEL -MARKET & SAN CARLOS, SAN JOSE
THIS CARD ISSUED TO

Featured soloists with the
Glee Clubs are tenors Clayton
"0 I
Freeman, Dann
Richard
,. sopranos
Nelson, Warrei. !

\
11.NT’ITLES BEARER TO A DISCOUNT
ON ALL FOOD PURCHASED IN THE PUB.

PUB SPARTAN CLUB CARD
GOOD FOR:
10% Discount for you and any number of
friends in your party
FREE, with first use of card, any "Masterpiece from Our Fountain." Thick milk shakes,
mountain sized sundaes, refreshing sodas and
assorted soft drinks.
Discount good anytime.

Cards available right now,
for a limited time,
at the PUB.
Just $1

jusegriti

GET YOURS TODAY!

Kill I c111,1% ’0/1 DIAMOND
Let our motiera ..isti uments show
you the very heart of the diamond
you select. Details of clarity, which
affect value, are clearly demonstrated in our special gem microscope. Our membership in the
American Gem Society is further
proof of professional knowledge
that is a safeguard to you when
purchasing fine diamonds.

3

MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

P
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MORT()
ArtTh’iq

aintc Claire
E

MARKET AT SAN CARLOS

OPEN DAILY 7 a.m.-11 p.m

7

I

Last chance to sign up! All students who receive their Bachelors or
Masters Degree in June or August
must sign up now to have their
oortraits fallen for the Spring 1968
;ssue o SPARTA LIFE. Male your
_appq;ntn-ient in J-104, Department
of lournalism and Advertising. Office hours: 8 a.ln. to 12 noon; 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m. Telephone: 294-6414, extension 2112.

dela_

GE, 01.061SIS
TM i osee NIEL RIBS

625 Town & Country Village
San Jose

Miss Aiko Onishi
To Appear Sunday
In Benefit Concert
A tamcfit eoneert presented by
Pacific Neighbors will feature a
Japanese pianist, Miss Aiko
Onishi, assistant professor of
music, this Sunday at 3 p.m. in
Concert Hall.
Proceeds will go to the student
exchange program of Pacific
Neighbors, sponsoring organization for San Jose’s sister-city
programs with Okayama, Japan
and San Jose, Costa Rica,
Since 1959, Pacific Neighbors
has assisted two students from
San Jose’s sister-cities to spend a
year at SJS. This year the students are Chika Sato and Moriya
Hayashi.
Miss Onishi, after having won
a national competition in Japan
at the age of 15, performed before the country’s Empress.
Tickets may be purchased in
the Student Affairs Business OfAdmission is $1 for students
$2 general admission.

BEAU TIES 1

r".
C".

DE

Candice Alson and Louise Beresford, Elizabeth Miehe and John
O’Brien will serve as the Glee
Club acts impanists.
There
no admission charge.

241-1758

*LAST CHANCE

i11111111111111111111111111111,11111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

ENGAGED
Barbara 111111N4111, junior phys1eal indite:dims nutjor and mem... r of Tau Gtunma, Women’s
Physical Education Honor Society from San Jose to Lonny
junior physical education major from San Jose. The
wedding date is tel for August
18.
Peggy Anne Calame, stenoreceptionist at Levi-Strauss Co.,
from San Jose to Bruce Anderson, senior journalism major and
member of Alpha Omega Rho
from Avenal. Wedding date is set
for January 27,
PINNED
Judy Comes, senior home economics major to Bob Steward,
Alpha Phi Omega, senior electrical engineering major. Both are
from San Jose, Miss Gomes is a
member of Phrateres International and Steward is a member
of Blue Key and Spartan Shields,
Gail Eubanks, senior social
service major and member of
Delta Zeta from Richmond to
Stephen Austin, senior engineer.
major and member of Theta CM
from San Jose,
Debbie Aniable, junior foreign
language major and member of
Gamma Phi Beta from Belmont
to Dave Alvord, senior aeronautics major and member of Sigma
Phi Epsilon from San Diego,

19’

OVER 21?
NEED $5?
DO THIS NOW!

STUDIO’
292-6778
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
SIDNEY POITIER

194-6635

WITH LOVE"

"TO SIR,

BLOOD IS NEEDED

plus

&Ion. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m
40 Bassett St.
San Jose

"WHO’S MINDING
THE MINT?"

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Xmas Seals, tags,
gift wrap anything

South
10th
Street

Everything you need
for your Xmas fling

F. William

Gifts To Fit Your PocketbookLook us over!
The place to

go!

Ei

PRESCRIPTIONS

South 10th & E. WIlham

Christmas Shopping at

35% DISCOUNT
Christmas shoppers will find Vaughn’s an excellent
place to shop for authentic natural shoulder clothing
and furnishings. 35% discount on all merchandise
in all departments.

Permanent Press Raincoats
styled in classic Vaughn
model with split raglan
shoulder, fly front and
slash pockets. Available in
black, tan and olive .with
zip-in pile liner. Made to
retail at $32.50
VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE

VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE
$7 8 7

from

1J

$82

to

V-neck saddle shoulder full
fashion lambs wool pullover ... a welcome Xmas
gift for men of all ages.
Made to retail at 915

37

$1
VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE 1.

*211’

Authentic buttondown
collar sport shirts with correct fit and flair. Neat
checks, tattcrsalls and
solids. Many are permanent
press. Made to retail from
$5.95 to $8.95

CIGS

LiJ’l{’I’y\ DUI 9-1

Vilednoiday, November 29, 1967

J

et.
Dress Innis,* and permanent press washable campus pants . . . easy line
plain front trim leg :lad
belt loop dress trousers.
Made to retail from $16.95
to $32.50
VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE

from $1102 to $21"
Campus pants ... made to
retail from $5.95 to $10.95
VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE
$7 8 7

from J

$712

to

1

10c

Kleenex

3 Hershey Bars

5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24e

2 Bars Ivory Soap .._

Sc

Ajax Cleanser .......
Crest large size

St
29e

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

?Wake the Great Escape. Slip away on a United Ski-Lift Holiday.
If you think the skiing is great,
wait until you try the apres skiing. (Or maybe you’d rather just
sit at the Iodize and watch a million stars in the clear, clean skies
over the Rockies.) Swing at the
discotheques. Belt out the songs
with the banjo player. (Or go to
bed and wake up to another brit-

liant blue sunny day on the
slopes ) You’ll get a great tan.
Take ski lessons from the top instructors in the world. Speigl your
days with the brightest.friendliest
people in the world. Skiers -who
love it the way you do.
Plan now to make your escape
from the "nothing" winter of the
city. Call us or your Travel Agent
today.
A United Ski -lift Holiday.
Around the clock, it’s a so as

Save 50’1., of your air fare on
your Ski -lift Holiday with
United’s 12-21 Club. See you,
; Travel Agent or any Un.ted ticket
! office to find out how easy it is to
I join.
It will be the handiest thing in
your escape kit.
jnf

the
friendly skies
United.

Copy. ght

III? United II, Liney,

Mine. Cl..arlie, !lust bought myseh
-

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.

Permanent press long and
short sleeve classic buttondown collar dress shirts
oxford and broadcloth
weaves. Made to retail
from $0.95 to $8.95
VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE

from

$82
5
$A52
"Z
to

Lightweight combed cotton poplin British golf
jacket. Colors: British Tan
and navy. Raglan sleeves,
full yoke back and standup collar. Made to retail
at $12.95
VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE

0k5COUN5 ON ALL ATERCHANDisE,

lace CREDIT
CARES VIEICOMI

11 GH
AT SATHER GATE
LINIVE.flSIiY Mt N’s

Ith & Winless
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julien

124 South 4th St.

1642

B-t4TA1RTAN

1’.’,,dnesday, November 29, 19A7

111.1’

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
RICaROO’S

Billikens Bop Booters

6 Nights a Week

The powerful St Louis
iv soccer team kept its hop.;
oational title alive Sat urd:o.lo

FEATURING:

NIon.-Faces of Jazz
1 ed. & Stin.--The New
liberty Singers
Thurs.-ltrow n & Shelton
In. & Sat. The
Aristocrat,
Open Daily at 4 p.m.

hiL
’FA

A
aLcrr
jr’1e), ,41,
213

Willow
276-1009
K...eiessimmie

Spzirtin

Comacho’s first score came in
will he played tothe second ()cried to tie the game
in St. Louis.
-l.
. S.1S suffered its first at l
After the Billikens went ahead
he year, finishing the
2-1 in the third quarter, Camacho
Ii a fine 11-1-1 record.
came back to get two tough goals
Three ,\ c..rs ago St. Louis pushed within 42 seconds to give the
:h.. Spartans out of the tourney Spartans a 3-2 lead.
5-0 beating in the quarterDave Schlitt pulled St. Louis to
victory with two third-quarter
said scores.
’lie
deserved to win.
coach Julie Menendez, "They conThere will be a meeting for all
trolled the ball better in the middle soccer players today at 3:30 p.m.
and played the wings real well.
in MG 201.
"We h a .1 opportunities but
couldn’t capit..lize." Menendez said,
; rr.l.

Classifieds -Like

whi.-h

. .

($1 cover for minors)

Dc1;1.

"We kind of let down on defense
and they took advantage of our
mistakes."

i
Inside right Henry Camacho
:owning the Spartans from the
played his best game of the season,
tournament with a come- scoring three goals against a team
; ,,m-bchind 4-3 victory.
who has won the NCAA title live
The Billikens moved to the semi- times in nine years.

Eotertainmont
Starts at 9 p.m.

St.

Win

4.3 NCAA

Having

-’.71esman Fling 23,000 Doorbells

El Rancho Drive In
Now Playing

BAREFOOT IN THE PARK
and
WATER HOLE NO. 3
294-2041
Alma and Almaden

N7,0 CAI/T.! S,..ore Offers Such Discounts
01,1f! LAY-A-WAY BANKAMERKARD 1ST NAT MASTER CHARGE
WBiY.-TRADE- RENT

. ;.j,
r
kineti

SPAGHETTI
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$1

a

OPEN 6 A.M.-I I P.M.

SALES

47773COLINart

72 E. Senta Clara

STEAK
ANGELO’S HOUSE

r

istaUira’
AY JO 0 5
FAMOUS BRAND-AMER. Et FRENCH

CRAND

’S

SKI PARKAS
99

cR111-. A k,7,,17c
t
ra-

%MIRO

MEN’S
$fif UO. Sizes 28 to 38.
%:!CIMEN’S-Reg. 849.50. Sizes 3 to 18.
Xtra Short-Shorts-Regularlongs

IC’

.14,.1%

51,0

WE PROMISED NOT TO
PUOLISH NAMES TO
PROTECT FRANCHISE

ME

Tarp.

...Om.. MN 1,11."1
SKI PANTS
4,1199

TTP77P PANTS
(s

I"
NON-STRETCH
.
1 DUNG MEN’S
128 & 29 WAIST.;

P,eg. 1095.

NYLON SHELL

I

i
’

, ., , F 1:
t

Reg. 6.00

) ’’

tf 7 .:

50a

.

AFTER
I SKI
goys
7

,u,

2!

A
-tikELS 1/2 OFF
t

E!

II

SALE
RENTALS

A

s’""4

FENN - (70)1K - RODDY - PFLEUCER - SOUTH BEND - OCEAN CITY
AND ALL TOP NAME BRCNDS INCLUDED -HURRY
.rif. 7 7,i
Hand Guns-All Types
GUNS
_ from 8.118
GUN CASES -.front 1.99
GUN RACKS - front 2.99
SHOTGUNS ------------29.99
22 AIRES
16.9s
I i

CONT L

Fil. ;11Z SAMPLES
Wit 1TE STAG
OFF! 3 lb. - 36"x80"

4 lb. - 40"x80"
6 lb. - 42"x84"

1111

(MAI
CAPIN
I’M tit MI. SPECIAL BACK PACKEki
tiN
It V .0S SCION MUMMY BAG ;;;)
_1,1..4, Moe it.. 01.11-rs
WE’LL

TAKE

YOUR

OLD

Standard

DOWN
BAGS

or
Kint, S-

2 -LB. SKIER
or IvIcKINLEY

191

CLUBS

16.

G
S LEI

TENNIS RACKETS Reg lee
BADMINTON SET 4

BUY

OR

L, , HITIAZD
2999

THEM.

STARTER SETS Puller

5iNCLUDES

:---

:’

,, WeCONDS5 REG .
.. LEFT OR RIGHT
"AND
5
. CLUBS
’.
8 IRONS & 3 WOODS 999 1 PRO
9 IRON SETS
-.

COMPLETE SET REG. 119.50

GOLF SHOES

Broken
Shim

REG. 178.00

69 . 50

99

up
&#11RDOI NS on 4...49
ver Iron

Wedges
&Words

"
"

Woods #5 to #9
9.99 ea.

Golf 799
7999illalls

;BAGS
5.99 CARTS 9.99
tolorM.M.1.1Mteg

ts

-

&_ Dot

5W15
COVE

Style Cuts

2944086

Earns SCY Honors
Spartan boater Henry Camacho
was named "Player of the Week"
yesterday by the Santa Clara Valley Sportwriters and Broadcasters.
Camacho, a 1966 All-American,
scored three goals Saturday
against St. Louis University in the
NCAA quarterfinals as the Spartans lost, 4-3.
This year he was the Spartan’s
top scorer with 18 goals and was
selected to the All-Conference
Team.
Last week, SJS gridders Walt
Shockley and Dwight Tucker were
chosen as co-winners of the honor
for their performances against
Fresno State.
Halfback Shockley rushed for
166 yards and Tucker went both
catching four passes for 67
yards.

HUBB
BARBER
SHOP
Razor cuts &
Hairstyling
Open Mon. through Sat.
9

Booter Camacho

a.m.-6 p.m.

Located next to
Roberts book store

Jobadi Farrakoh, Ted Howard
(Chico), and Mischa Remer (San
Francisco State).
Mangiola and Iacini are graduating but Romswinckel, Camacho,
and Nourzad will
Storch,
return next year.

contributed

An
educauon
in itself.
(

mintegui,

Dent Garners
All-American;
Harriers 7th
LARAMIE, WYO. - Brigham
Young University dealt the Spartan gridders a crushing 67-8 blow
over the weekend, so it was
the Spartan harriers to avenge
the loss as they blasted the Cougar
runners by 87 points Monday in
the NCAA Cross Country finals
here.
San Jose, however, had to settle
for seventh place in the 33 team
race, as a well-balanced Villanova
squad took national honors for the
second straight year. BYU came
in ninth.
Spartan Darold Dent copped
All-American honors as he was the
lone SJS finisher in the top ten.
He hit the tape eighth in 31:51.0
for the six-mile course.
Gerry Lindgren of Washington
State University romped to his
third straight national championship, covering the course in
30:45.6.

up

to

BRITISH
STERLING
So fine a gift,
it’s even sold
in

jewelry stores.

After shave
from $3.50.
Cologne
from $5.00.

Essential oils imported from Great Britain.
Compounded in U.S.A.

edtaill1011’i
_great Place
gd ageger

ways,

dOC40-../5000roCr-0-sO-

on even toms.
Jack Likins, wh.) played his fin. .I
game as a Spartan, led the attack
with two goals, John Schmitt, also
one as did
a Senior,
Hind.

Reasonable Prices
Delicious Food
Delightful Atmosphere
Free Parking

ccedpu%x

(-01/te

292-1233

First St.

Math students count on PSA

the simple one
he devout one
he last-minute
the hearts-and-flowers one
the funny one
the is-my-face-red one
the sympathetic one
the thinking-of-you one
the
one
the goodbye-good luck one
the quiet one
the pat-on-the-back one the thank-you one

one

1/2 Off

- JACKETS
39990)1
BOATjUESR
H.ONSms
s

TRADE

Seven Spartans were selected to
the two West Coast Intercollegiate
All-Conference soccer teams.
SJS, who won the conference
title with a 6-0-1 record, dominated
the first team with five players.
Goalie Frank Mangiola, backs
Gary Iacini and Art Romswinckel
and forwards Henry Camacho
Ed Storch won first team honors.
Back Luis Mintegui and forward
Fred Nourzad made the second
team.
Other members of the first team,
chosen by the league coaches, were
back George Fernandez and forwards Sandor Hites and Kirk
Apostalidis from the University of
San Francisco.
The University of California at
Berkeley contributed backs Fred
Shamszad and Dora Ozok and forward Tor Rasmussen.
Making up the second team were
goalie John Camacho (USE), backs
Mike Laurel (USF), Larry 1101grem (Stanford), Roy F:bbel (San
Francisco State), and Jim Bannerman (Davis) and forwards Christo
Louilles (San Francisco State)

the happy one
the elegant one

,11,01

iN

Spartan Kickers Dominate
All-League Soccer Team

1401 S.

SAVE NOW WITH GREATER
5.17:41.5"Ori/P4,1
STERLING
BASEBALL
GLOVES

3.50
2.50

Shampoo/Set

nettle ’s

399

:WE MADE A TERRIFIC BUY
ION THESE SUPERB METAL
(SKIS. WE HAVE A FULL
SWEATERS
THERMAL 1 op ; RANGE OF SIZES. BUT SUP/7 ;PLY LIMITED.
UNDER.
.0.0 FAMOUS
ea. i HURRY!
WZAR
MAKES
,A,
Ices or Pot.
!Reg. 109 50
-.1.1"."Fr77777177r7Cri7frel f i.-pMil !! ij ;Mt

4.9

Look Your Had i, Best
Set From Nellies
With A

52 S. 41.11

NOto 01’
IkAs’ and Women’s
DOUBLE BOOTS
SIZES 5 to 1
.1k1 so Included
SWISS & AUSTRIAN
4
tAmous BRANDSWhoa New Wore Prtced 59.50 re 69.50
THIS GROUP FORMERLY USED FOR
RENTALS - NEARLY NEW CONDITION

I XVI glacial

I am
77

19

BUCKLE BOOTS

"M"S
BRAND

4999

’ it?
)

14.99
99

BOYS’ & GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE

:0 ’T-!ArilroWKSFirelif"
’’t,I E w ES r FINEST CON, STRUCTION. OUT PERI FORMS METAL SKIS EVERY
i , , MAY. MADE
iFAMOUS BY
IYAHANIA
!Reg. 109 50

44,G &

TURTLE
NECK
i.7 -SHIRTS

TO

Variety

PARKAS

it,

WOMEN’S

ki0 nn
RVIN. -2," -7

supplying

CAN-

MENTION.

ONE SMALL GROUP
FRENCH IMPORTS
LIMITED SIZES. Reg. 59.50

v7,.,T S:VEPAL PAIRS

...TES
., rl TO 15

1.Mol s

I

N
NOT

!.-7’.5

%NI
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The most successful season in Sheerer and John Parker of Stanwater polo Tot SJS ended over the ford.
After whipping De Anza ColThanksgiving vacation with the
lege 16-5 and the Olympic Club
Spartans taking third place in the 11-3, the Spartans fell to Ftanford
Northern California Tourney.
for the second time this year 7-6
Hoping for their third tourna- and succumbed to Cal 6-4 for the
ment sweep this season, Sparta third time this season.
it sit and Belli paced the SIS
met its match in the NorCal tourney with California and Stanford attack against the Tribe and
the stopping power. Cal Sparta pulled even in the final 15
and Stanford finished one-two seconds of the game. The Spartans
stole the ball in those final secahead of SJS.
Greg Hind and Dennis Belli were onds, passed the ball to a free man
key performers for coach Lee Wal- in front of the cage, but before
ton’s crew in the two-day tourney. Sparta could get a shot off, the
Both poloists were selected to the gun went off.
In the Cal tilt, the Bears
All-Tourney team along with Tony
Kalich, Barry Weitzenberg, and jumped to an early 3-0 first quarPeter Asch of Cal and Gary ter lead then played the Spartans

and

MONDAY-THURSDAY

DISCOUNT

Poloists Third in NorCal.,
Hind, Belli on First Team

99Rfir

proud

you’ll find in our selection of
4.4.12etttank,
Cauts-

TENTH STREET PHARMACY
Tenth Jk Santa Clara 294.9131

Fly south for only $11.43 From San Jose airport to Los Arlcles, Electra Jets $11.43, 727 Fan Jets
$13.50. San Dicgo $17.78 and $19.55. Phone your
campus rep or PSA, San Jose 286-4720, or travel agent.
PACIPC SOUrr,V,:,

ARIA f S

Rally Raps Alumni, 94-84
Shooting a sizzling Ill per cent
from the field in the second half,
SJS’ cage squad rallied for a 94-84
win over the Alumni last night in
Spartan Gym.
Sophomore forward Coby Diet rick pumped in 22 points. 14 corning in the second half. Forward
Don McConnell totaled 20 to lead
SJS. fast break in the second half.
Both teams looked ragged in
the first period, with the Alums
taking a 44-43 lead at the intermission. The Spartans shot a cold
34 per cent in the first half. but
the shooting of Dietrick and McConnell and the ball -handling of
Steve McKean and Tim Holman
sparked SJS’ second half spurt.
SJS jumped off to a small lead
at the start of the second half as

NleConnell popped in three straiglir
field goals.
Baskets by Dietrick and center
Jim Meyer gave SJS a 10 point
lead with 6:40 left in the game,
and the varsity slowly began to
lengthen the lead. 1.%k I, jump shots
by McKean and a tip by Holman
pushed the score to 94-74 with
128 remaining.
The Alumni made a rally at
this point as Steve Schlink led
with two tip-ins. They scored 10
quick points. with the last two
coming with seven seconds left.
The Spartan’s fast -break worked
smoothly in the second period,
with the 6-10 Dietrick moving well
under the basket. He picked up
four personal fouls in the first
half, het held on until fouling ou

BAHAI FIRESIDES
Monday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 8 P.M.
Tuesday: 1050 South Twelfth =7A S.J. 8 P.M.
Wednesday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 7:30 P.M.
Thursday: 881 Daffodil Drive S.J. 8 P.M.
Friday: 232 South Tenth =2 S.J. 8 P.M.
S.-tturday: 257 6 Suisun Ave. S.J. 8 P.M.
Sunday: 1028 Ma!lott Dr;vo S.J. 8 P.M.
Phone: 248-.5081
All Welcome-Refreshments-No Collections

..--o-...--cassaccosecoor
One Day Service
Sweaters & Caidupere Comte
Our Specialty

’ 10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD
Art Cleaners
too E. Santa Clura
293-1900
"Work of Art"
coroZe.W.ozozorw...e.40--0- ...................................... ... ...efdroce....oreze.

You Are Invited To Enjoy

J COLOR
FORM

I I DESIGN
at the

GALA 11 I 1

4.11 (:ollege
HERE SHE IS . . .

Table Tenni..

ith only 1:41 left in the game.
McKean scored, 16 points including 10 for 10 from the free
throw line. Guavl Rubin Durand
I ee. It 7:30 p.m. to 0:341 p.m.
added 10 for the Spartans tual
At Co-iitft
Meyer and Holman each had nine.
Meyer hit four of five from the
field and grabbed nine rebounds.
S. T. Saffold scored 19 points
while Schlink and Pete Newell _
finished with 13.
Coach Stan 1Vionrison’s frosh
club won the prelim game against’
The
the JayWes, 91-79. Darnell Hillman. 6-7 giant from Sacramento I
scored 34 to lead the winners. Buzz
Nyquist followed with 21.
BILLIARD PARLOR

Danny Holman’s college football
playing days are not quite over.
Tuesday, the outstanding Spartan,
signal -caller was chosen to quarterback for the West in the 43rd
annual Shrine Football Game at
Candlestick Park Dec. 30.
Although plagued with ineffective blocking from the offensive
line this year, Holman still managed to complete 110 of 221 passes
for 1,403 yards. This total was far
below his previous seasonal mark
of 160 completions for over 1,900
yards making him fourth in the
nation.
Holman will team-up with fellow senior quarterbacks Bary Be ban of UCLA and Bob Lee of
UOP.
The impressive statistics compiled by Holman this season were
considerably clouded by the team’s
final record of two wins and seven
losses. The most recent defeat was
to Brigham Young University,
67-8 in which SJS’s only score
came on a 71 -yd. pass from Russ
Munson to Walt Blackledge,
In the BYU game Holman sustained a calf injury in the second
quarter and had to leave the
game. But he’ll be ready for the
Shrine contest.

OFFERS A

STUDENT RATE

504 PER HOUR
PER PERSON
WITH A58 CARD
Special Rates For Coeds

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race. colcn reed or national origin.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
.
POETRY WANTED FOR Anth,
amped envelope, Idle.. i hubCompany, 543 Frederi,f, San
.i.
Francisco.
$359
SPARTA EUROPE CHARTER
JUNE 17-SEPT. 6. Price included S.F./
London round trip; airport trsfrs., first
and last night Lon. hotel. Call Barbara
Kyne, grcup leader, 294.2916 after 5
p.m.
EASTER WEEK HAWAII-9 DAYS
APE 6-14. $259 includes PanAm let.
meals & champagne en route, Waikiki
hotel, Lei greeting, transfers & sight.
seeing. Call Barbara Kyrie at 294.2916
after 5. or 293.1033.
AUTOMOTIVE 121

Intramurals

Graduates:

Continuing openings due to our steady growth are available in the following areas: - ECM/ECCM equipment - high frequency micro wave
systems - Electronic Reconnaissance systems - infrared communication
- Radar systems - atmospheric research - Missile systems.
Raytheon offers challenging positions, excellent starting salaries and a
complete benefit program to include a tuition refund program for higher
educational pursuits.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Friday, Dec. 1, 1967
To arrange interview
see your placement office.

If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to Sandy
MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M.

knot
UNITED

IN ROOM 422
AT MAC QUARRIE HALL

YOU TOO MAY FLY THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

TANDBERG MODEL 64 5i
Recorder and 44 reels of 18b0
Scotch Recording Tape. $398. Excellent
condition. Call 292.0369.
FOLK CLASSICAL ESPANA Guitar. F.cellant condition, hardly been played
$120. Call 251-2669 or details.

LOST AND FOUND 16)

OP

EXPERT TYPIST he a son-

bin .
n,
LOST: SMALL GREEN addres, buck en - 10th St.? Box 714 Saratoga, or 867. MATURE WOMAN
home. Rea,
.
3527. REWARD.
PERSONALS 17)

HELP WANTED 141
CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
PHONE FOR MONEY
Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
gold
&
silver.
PLEASANT PHONE WORK for fraternal
354.8200.
society from your own private desk in
pleasant air cond. office. Part time eves. NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH Ash
298-1263.
Salary
& Chips Shop. S. 11th & E. San Carlos.
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD on campus Authentic recipe from the Old Country.
Open
4 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
by the F. W. Woolworth Co. for management trainees Nov. 29. Please check
with placement office.
SERVICES 031.
BABYS1TTER NEEDED FRIDAY and/cr
EXQUISITE.
REASONABLE
TYPING
Sat. nights-near SJS campus. Call 298.
done by miss Carey - call 293-4700
5933.
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher
BUS BOYS WANTED. Garden City Hof. per
page.
brau 297.2002. Ask for the chef.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
HOUSING 151
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica, Call
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 243-6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
comfortable 2 person apartment. 470 EXPERT TYPIST - THESIS, term papers,
5. 3rd.. Apt, 4, 293-2557,
etc. Phone 258-4335.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
furnished apartment. $47.50/mo. 57 S. Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
15th St. *2. 297-4434 after 6 p.m.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts,
M -F.
MOVING, MUST SELL CUSTOM built thesis, etc. Reasonable. Work guarannewly painted 3 bdrrn.. 2 bath, kit/fan. teed. 294-3772. 9 a.m. to 4:30 P.m.
rm., carpets, custom drapes, sprinkler RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
sys., landscaping. soft water, shake roof, Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Campbell School Dist., Patio Drive. Call 251-2598.
525.950 by owner, 371-2604.
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
MARVELOUS: SANTA CRUZ Mountain Photography, Absolute artistic quality
cabin. Secluded, lovely view, off Hwy. Thorn Dunks 287-1795,
17. Call eves: 294.8359.
100 RESUMES - $2.75 up. Laminating.
MALE: ONE BEDROOM APT, for one rub. Stamps.copies. Alameda Communiperson, Only $65, util. paid. 153 N. 9th ty Business Agency. 293-0535.
St. after 5 p.m.
COUPLE WILL BABYSIT while you X.
NOW OPEN - Old unapproved room. mos shop. Vicinity of SJS. Call beinq house - $45 up per room, 1 block tween 6.7 p.m. 293-9892. Lucille.
from library. 244-3385 or 248-2379.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - See me
FURN, ROOM, MALE student, kitchen n JC-127 1:30 to 4:20 daily except
prin. No smoking or drinking $15. Call Wed, or phone 9684944 anytime. Jim
293.3088.
Koski.

I

,iping at
Cl, 244-6581.

TYPING - TURABIAN OR Campbell
form. Expr hbe. Call 2525288.
TYPING,
i

EXPERIENCED, FAST,
... from SJS. Ths..

neat
eirn

TRANSPORTATION (4)
$399.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27,
return Sept. 4. French study course
included at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
PARIS. German course available too.
Prof. French, 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Beverly Hills (213) 274-0729.
RIDE NEEDED OR JOIN car pool. T, W,
or Th. Centerville (Fremont) to SJS.
Joan, 792-4787.
NEED RIDE TO SJS FOR 7:30 class
MWF from Frernont-Newark area. Will
pay. Call Dan 797.9262.
EUROPEAN SUMMER
STUDENTS TO EUROPE this summer(
Every SJS student invited! Spend six
exciting weeks this summer 1968 exploring the countries of Europe with SA
professor & professional to, guide.
Leave after graduation in June & will
visit all the highlights of Europe such
as Paris. London. Rome, Florence. Vienna
& Geneva all included at a special stud, t rate! Come to preliminary discussion cn Tuesday Dec. 5 in Cafeteria
Rooms A & B at 2:30 per. A candid
colored movie of Europe will be shown
followed by a question & answer period. For more information contact Helen
Callahan phone 295-4756. We’ll see
you & your friends on Tuesday. Dec. 5th.

To Place
an ad:
Call at

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

FOR SALE 131

2 p.m. until 3 p.m.
GOING TO PASADENA
FOR SALE: EVERYTHING I got . . .
cheap (you name it; I got it. Sills, car,
Stereo. The whole bit.) Free with every
purchase - your choice from a selection of worthless, pre -enlightenment
type record albums (they sound great
if you are still pre.enlightened.) Come
and see me at 259 San Antonio Court.
My name is Dan Collie.
AUTO STEREO - MUNTZ best model
-plays 4 & 8 track. Chrome with wood
grain face. 8 good tapes included +
2 chrome stereo locks. Near new. W/
out speakers. Cost $160 all together.
Sacrifice. 295-6967.
RADIAL DRILL PRESS, 32-, $37.50. Belt
sander, $14.95. Jointerfplainer. $29.95.
Bench saw, 8", $29. Lathe. $15. All new
tools. 292-0409 or 241.1943.

Tuesday & Thursday
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

handy order blank.
in
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
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Three lines
One day

2 Dim

An equal opportunity Employer

Last summer Sandy had a wonderful time flying the friendly skies as a stewardess
and she’d love to tell you all about the experience.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

THE RAYTHEON CO.

Excellence in Electronics

UNITED
AIR
LINES

4th & SANTA CLARA ST.
OPEN 11. NTH. 3 a.m.
297-9657
SAN JOSE

’63 SPRITE, FINE mechanically, many
extras, must sell NOW. $725. 293.3785
eves.
64 RAMBLER STATION wagon. 6 cyl.
Std. trans., R/H, good condition. Low
Book Pricer $750..2.93-0478.
hours:
’62 PLYMOUTH 2-door hardtop: 318
FALL SPORTS
Cu. in.: 40,000 mi.; exc. cond.: new set
Tuesday thru
Wrestling weigh-ins will be held "Red Streaks"; $750. 378-3405 C. E.
Bradley.
Friday 3 to 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 5.
HONDA ’65 160, 4100 mi., excellent
Weigh-ins
for
judo
will
be
held
condition, must sell, $325/best offer,
Saturday I to 5 p.m.
Friday. Dec. 7.
243-4980.
’60 VOLVO 122S red. New wide tires.
tuned exhaust, excellent cond. in & out.
$695. 264.1440 after 5 p.m.
’66 TRIUMPH TT 650CC. Custom built.
Glass tanks. Very quick, very clean.
6900. 292-4460.
’60 MGA 1600 WHITE, wire wheels,
new top, Tonneau, engine, good tires.
Santa Cruz 408-423-5975.
’67 SPRITE, NEW. real American mac’s,
radio. heater, MGB seats. Tonneau cover, competition exhaust, about 65 HP,
enlisted, must sell, sacrifice. best offer.
Don. 295-1469.
FOR SALE: HONDA 300. ’67. Best ofThe Raytheon Co. is a leading world wide corporation with a diversified
fer. Call eves. 293-3591.
BUY OF THE: WEEK! 9 pass. sta. wag.
product line. Our products serve the individual consumer, industry and
60 Ford, std., trans. R/H. Looks good,
runs good. $3951 264.8978.
national defense effort. Annual sales for fiscal 1966-67 were approximate1966 HONDA T-90. 1091 Alrnarida Dr.
Call 248.9819 after 3:30 p.m.
ly $70,000,000. Projections for fiscal 1967-68 are conservatively placed
AUSTIN HEALEY, 19, 100-g, silver,
0.D., excellent condition. $950 or offer.
Call 377-1124.
at approximately $800,000,000.
’61 FORD, AUTOMATIC transmission.
$299. Dependable transportation. New
battery & generator. 244-6304.
Our diversified company offers outstanding career opportunities to enSEARS 1966 SPORTCYCLE "106" CC
Cost $419 new. Will sell for $249 w/
gineering, scientific or administrative graduates.
only 900 miles on speedometer. Call
286-8780.

RAYTHEON

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

CIRCUS

131 E. WILLIAM
SAN JOSE

f

SAN JOSE STATE

ALL WELCOME

of arts and design

11

SANDY GERMAINE

Tonrinsinent

Shriners
Name Holman
To QB Spot

CPAYITAN 13,311.4-7

Vedneisrlay November 29 19417

n Help Wanted (4)
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0 Lost and Found (6)

(’1

Personals 17)
41 Services (8)
[.] Transportation (9)

Print Name
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SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please alio, 2 days after placing tot ad to appear.
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_

1

8SPARTAN DAILY

Wednesday. November 29 1’117

ATTENTION
All VW Owners
CALPARTS MFG. CO. CAN:

Improve Your VW Looks
Improve Your VW Ride
Improve Your VW Roadability
st Hit

CMC All -Aluminum 1 -Piece Wheels

only

130

plus tax/

set of fnur

pinch pennies and Still afford
It. I r. I S ourself and your ear to CMC
Alu lll i l 111111 1 -Piece Whet44.

The CMC wheel is a One-piece centrifugally cast wheel. insuring the most
perfect and truest wheel manufactured. All CMC wheels are east of
the finest and highest quality aircraft ( A-356) aluminum alloy which
is heat treated scientifically to maximum hardness. The engineering
specifications have produced a rigid, top quality wheel which is unsur-

passed for strength, durability, and fine finish. Studs and dustcovers
are included with purchase at our phenomenally low rates.
CMC WHEELS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR ALL
AMERICAN MADE CARS.

Special 10 Percent Discount with ASB Card
good until December 13

CALPARTS MEG. CO. INC.
430 WILLOW ST., SAN JOSE
PHONE 295-3566

